
Fill in the gaps

Here (In Your Arms) by Hellogoodbye

I like

Where we are

When we drive

In your car

I like

Where we are

Here

'Cause our lips

Can touch

And our cheeks

Can brush

Our lips

Can touch

Here

Well you are the one, the one that lies  (1)__________  to me

Whispers hello, I've missed you quite terribly

I fell in love, in love with you suddenly

There's no  (2)__________  else I could be but here in your

arms

I like

Where you sleep

When you sleep

Next to me

I like

Where you sleep

Here

Our lips

Can touch

And our cheeks

Can brush

'Cause our lips

Can touch

Here

Well you are the one, the one that lies close to me

Whispers hello, I've missed you  (3)__________  terribly

I  (4)________  in love, in love  (5)________  you suddenly

There's no  (6)__________   (7)________  I could be but here

in your arms

Our lips

Can touch

Our lips

Can touch

Here

You are the one, the one that lies  (8)__________  to me

Whispers hello, I’ve  (9)____________  you quite terribly

I  (10)________  in love, in love with you suddenly

There's no  (11)__________  else I could be but here (in 

(12)________  arms)

Well you are the one, the one  (13)________  lies 

(14)__________  to me

Whispers hello,  (15)__________  missed you quite, 

(16)____________  you quite

I fell in love, in love with you suddenly

Now there's no place  (17)________  I could be but 

(18)________  in your arms

Here in your arms

Then here in your arms
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. close

2. place

3. quite

4. fell

5. with

6. place

7. else

8. close

9. missed

10. fell

11. place

12. your

13. that

14. close

15. I´ve

16. missed

17. else

18. here
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